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Fall Newsletter:
The group discussed which previous articles to repeat and suggested new topics. Plans are to distribute the newsletter at the New Faculty Orientation if completed in time. Some of the new topics suggested were:

- Films on Demand
- the collaborative table
- Popular Magazines
- NY Times
- computer configurations with Galileo
- meet new faculty member, Jeff Mortimore
- a Special Collections update
- highlighting library exhibits
- raising the profile of the library liaisons on campus
- listing all liaisons in the newsletter

The suggestions will be prioritized and possibly put into two newsletters a short period apart.

New Faculty Orientation-August 7, 9:30 am  (NFO Exhibit Period is 11:30 - 12:00):
Bede discussed the new setup for the library’s session: a block of approximately 50 minutes with all new faculty in session with library liaisons. This will offer an opportunity for the faculty to meet with their respective liaisons on an individual basis. Bede will follow the script from last year’s session. Liaisons should provide handouts on such library offerings as Digital Commons, etc. Tony may have enough of the novelty glasses to hand out.

Plans for the NFO exhibit period are for Katrina and Jessica to represent the library at a table demonstrating Popular Magazines (Flipster) and Browzine.